Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a common, highly heritable neuropsychiatric disorder with hyperactivity as one of the hallmarks. Aberrant dopamine signaling is thought to be a major theme in ADHD, but how this relates to the vast majority of ADHD candidate genes is illusive. Here we report a Drosophila dopamine-related locomotor endophenotype that is shared by pan-neuronal knockdown of orthologs of the ADHD-associated genes Dopamine transporter (DAT1) and Latrophilin (LPHN3), and of a gene causing a monogenic disorder with frequent ADHD comorbidity: Neurofibromin (NF1). The locomotor signature was not found in control models and could be ameliorated by methylphenidate, validating its relevance to symptoms of the disorder. The Drosophila ADHD endophenotype can be further exploited in high throughput to characterize the growing number of candidate genes. It represents an equally useful outcome measure for testing chemical compounds to define novel treatment options. 
INTRODUCTION
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a common neuropsychiatric disorder characterized by age inappropriate, sustained hyperactivity and impulsivity and/or problems in focusing attention. 1 The disorder affects 5-6% of children worldwide, and is present in 2.5% of the adult population. 2, 3 Comorbidities like depressive episodes, anxiety and substance use disorders are often seen in ADHD, and 60-80% of adults show symptoms of sleep disorders and circadian rhythm defects. [4] [5] [6] With a heritability of 76%, ADHD is amongst the most heritable neuropsychiatric disorders. 7 The genetic basis underlying the majority of ADHD cases is thought to be complex and involve multiple common variants of moderate individual effect. 8 Through candidate gene-based and genome-wide genetic studies several chromosomal regions and genes associated with ADHD have been suggested. 9 Most studies have investigated genes regulating dopamine homeostasis for their role in the disorder. [10] [11] [12] Especially, the gene encoding the dopamine transporter, SLC6A3 (also known as DAT1), was associated with ADHD in several meta-analyses. 7, 10, 11 The Latrophilin gene (LPHN3) was identified more recently; it was observed in an ADHD linkage region in a large study of multigenerational families from a genetic isolate. 13 Association with ADHD was subsequently confirmed in US, German, Spanish and Norwegian samples of children and adults with the disorder. 13 However, these genes have not been detected in ADHD genomewide association studies so far. As the molecular genetics landscape of ADHD is poorly understood, there is significant value in addressing the role of candidate genes in the biology of specific ADHD-associated behavioral abnormalities. In addition to genes contributing to ADHD risk through common genetic variants also rare gene variants with larger effects may contribute to this disorder. Whereas this remains to be established for ADHD itself, a number of rare genetic syndromes show frequent comorbidity with ADHD. One of these disorders is neurofibromatosis type I (NF-I), a disorder characterized by benign nerve sheath tumors, which is caused by heterozygous loss of function of the NF1 gene. Children with NF-I frequently show hyperactivity, impaired attention and impulse control; 38-49% of children meet diagnostic criteria for ADHD, which is a strong increase compared with the population prevalence. [14] [15] [16] [17] Children with NF-I-ADHD significantly improve on methylphenidate (MPH) treatment. 14 Besides these identified genes, the genetic factors causing ADHD symptoms in nearly all patients remain unexplained. The still limited number of identified ADHD-associated genes and the lack of disease-relevant functional information for them form a major bottleneck for clinical research and the development of novel therapeutic strategies. To overcome this, an efficient model is required that permits investigation of relevant functional information in a short time frame.
Although animal models are an excellent way to study the in vivo effects of altered gene functioning, only a few models for ADHD have been generated. The most studied are Slc6a3 and Snap25 mutant mice. 18, 19 A number of phenotypic models for which the genetic origin is unknown also exist, including the hyperactive wheel-running mouse and the spontaneously hypertensive rat. 20, 21 A zebrafish model of lphn3.1 downregulation shows a hyperactive/impulsive locomotor phenotype, accompanied by severe reduction and misplacement of dopamine-positive neurons in the ventral diencephalon. 22 Mouse Lphn3 null mutants also have a hyperactive phenotype, accompanied by increased levels of dopamine and serotonin in the dorsal striatum. 23 A mouse model of Nf1 demonstrated that reduced dopamine signaling is responsible for cAMP-dependent defects in neuron function, attention and learning. 24, 25 The models appear to show inconsistent changes in dopamine levels, and also in humans the direction of dopamine regulation alterations is still debated. 26 Thus, the molecular pathology of ADHD needs to be further elucidated. Application of a genetic model with efficient tools and comprehensive resources holds the potential to significantly advance the understanding of the molecular, cellular and developmental basis of ADHD.
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is a cost efficient and powerful genetic model with a large repertoire of behaviors and resources to manipulate any gene of interest. 27, 28 The common ancestor of insects and vertebrates, the urbilaterian, already had a complex nervous system, resulting in a strong conservation in the mechanisms of neuronal development and signaling. 29 This makes Drosophila a valuable tool for studying human brain diseases. 30, 31 Successful studies of such disorders in Drosophila include numerous neurodegenerative disorders, but also early-onset cognitive disorders such as Fragile X syndrome and other forms of intellectual disability. [32] [33] [34] Work on the Fragile X fly model identified chemical compounds that rescued phenotypes including cognitive defects, 35, 36 and a number of related compounds are currently being tested in clinical trials. 37 The amenability of Drosophila to modeling ADHD is strongly supported by studies on the role of dopamine signaling in the behavioral output of the fly. A hyperactive mutant was described with a lesion in the homolog of the human ADHD-associated dopamine transporter gene SLC6A3. 38 More recently, a Drosophila memory mutant (radish) was reported to display attention deficits and hyperactivity, and these phenotypes could be rescued by the ADHD-medication MPH. 39 However, the radish gene is not conserved in humans and thus ADHD-relevant Drosophila phenotypes and their druggability remain to be elucidated. Here we use Drosophila to model hyperactivity, one of the hallmarks of the disorder, and reveal a dopamine-related signature of locomotor activity and sleep that is common to the orthologs of ADHDassociated genes, DAT, latrophilin and Nf1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila genetics and breeding
Conditional knockdown of Drosophila genes was achieved with the UAS-GAL4 system, 40 using pan-neuronal drivers (w; UAS-Dcr-2; elav-GAL4 or yw; UAS-Dcr-2 hs(X); n-syb-GAL4) and UAS-RNAi lines. 41 A copy of UAS-Dicer-2 was included to improve the efficiency of knockdown. 41 UAS-RNAi lines (DAT v106961; Cirl v100749; Nf1 v109637) and lines targeting a set of random control genes (Supplementary Table 1) , their genetic background control (v60100) and UAS-Dcr-2 (v60009) were obtained from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre (VDRC). 41 UAS-RNAi line (Cirl 27524) and its genetic background control (36303) were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila stock center (Indiana University). 42 All RNA-mediated interference (RNAi) constructs used in this study are predicted to have no offtargets (http://www.flyrnai.org/RNAi_find_frag_free.html and www.vdrc. at). The pKC43 insertion sites of the three KK RNAi lines (DAT v106961; Cirl v100749; Nf1 v109637) used in this paper were verified using a PCR-based diagnostic assay, according to Green et al. methods. 43 Our results indicate that all three hairpin constructs are inserted in the preferred landing site and are thus positioned so that they do not interrupt endogenous genes. The isogenic host strains into which the P-elements were integrated, namely: v60100) y,w Enrichment of ADHD-associated genes among Drosophila hyperactive genes We derived 91 ADHD candidate genes from (1) association meta-analyses in candidate gene studies (n = 6) 10,11 and (2) from our earlier work which had retrieved ADHD candidates from genome-wide association studies (GWAS) based on a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) associated to ADHD at a P-value o0.0001 (n = 85). 44 These candidate genes (Supplementary Table 2 ) were defined irrespective of evolutionary conservation and do not include GWAS published after the inventory was made. [45] [46] [47] [48] Drosophila mutants displaying aspects of hyperactive behavior were identified by keyword analysis in the FlyBase resource. 49 The keywords Hyperactiv*, Startle*, Distract*, Attention*, Hyperexci*, Locomotor*, Bang*, Hyper-respons*, Ethanol-sens* identified 78 genes (fly candidate genes), excluding motor-impaired conditions. Of note, all alleles and phenotypes were identified by ADHD-unrelated research, excluding acquisition biases. Sixtynine human orthologs were recovered for the 78 Drosophila proteins (88%, Supplementary Table 3 ) by accessing the Ensembl Compara database 50 using a BioPerl script (Supplementary Method 1). As background for the enrichment analysis of ADHD-associated genes among Drosophila hyperactive genes, 20 sets of genes were randomly selected from the Drosophila genome using a Php script and translated to human genes as above (Supplementary Method 2). Representation of ADHD candidates among human orthologs of fly hyperactivity genes was compared with representation among 20 equally sized random gene sets. Significance of the difference between comparisons was tested with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Phylogenetic analysis
A phylogenetic tree for each of the three candidates analyzed in the paper (DAT, LPHN3 and NF1) was constructed using MEGA6: Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis Version 6.0. 51 The relevant protein families were retrieved from Ensembl, namely: SODIUM DEPENDENT TRANSPORTER, TRANSPORTER SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 6 MEMBER ENSFM00730001521312 (Homo sapiens (Hs): SLC6A2, SLC6A3, SLC6A4; Mus musculus (Mm): Slc6a2, Slc6a3, Slc6a4; Danio rerio (Dr): slc6a2-like, slc6a3, slc6a4b; Drosophila melanogaster (Dm): DAT, SerT), LATROPHILIN ENSFM00260000050328 (Hs LPHN1, LPHN2, LPHN3, ELTD1; Mm: Lphn1, Lphn2, Lphn3, Eltd1; Dr: lphn1-like, lphn2a, lphn3.1, eltd1; Dm: Cirl), NEUROFIBROMIN NEUROFIBROMATOSIS RELATED NF 1 ENSFM00250000001252 (Hs: NF1; Mm: Nf1; Dr: nf1a, nf1b; Dm: Nf1). The best-fitting isoform was retrieved using NCBI protein DELTA blast and multiple alignment was performed using MUSCLE with the UPGMB clustering method. The phylogenetic trees were constructed with maximum likelihood Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) G model using all sites.
Pairwise protein sequence alignment
Using EMBOSS needle the percentage of amino-acid identity, similarity and gaps between proteins was determined using optimal global alignment of pairwise sequences. 52 Locomotor activity profiling Locomotor activity of individual male flies was recorded with the Drosophila Activity Monitor (DAM) system, in which motion is detected by infrared light beams (Trikinetics, Waltham, MA, USA). Activity of 3-5 days old flies was recorded over 4 days on a 12-h light:dark cycle, followed by 2 days in constant darkness (DD) during which the effect of darkness on activity was measured. Adult flies were transferred into activity monitors at an age of 3-5 days after eclosion. Here they were exposed to normal food or, for the first time, to food containing 1 mg ml − 1 MPH), according to the literature. Initially, 0.5 mg ml − 1 and 1 mg ml − 1 MPH (Brocacef, Maarssen) were tested; 1 mg ml − 1 had the stronger effect and was chosen as standard concentration for subsequent experiments. Flies were allowed to acclimatize to activity monitors and food for 24 h before data acquisition. They remain on normal or MPH-supplemented food during the data acquisition. Raw locomotor activity data were collected in 10-s bins, activity and sleep were both analyzed in 1-min bins, whereby 5-min of inactivity is defined as sleep. Activity is plotted in 10-min bins, sleep is plotted in 30-min bins. Analysis was performed in pySolo, 53 modified to analyze activity and sleep between 120-540-min relative day (RD) and 840-1260-min relative night (RN) to reflect the stable locomotor activity in those intervals. RN E (early) refers to the first half and RN L (late) to the second half of this interval. Statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism version 5.00 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego California USA, www.graphpad.com). T-tests were performed with a Welch's correction when variances were unequal. To compare day and night activity, the delta activity of RNAi vs control was calculated: delta RD 
Quantification of relative gene expression
Flies carrying UAS-RNAi and their genetic background control were crossed with w; UAS-Dcr-2; elav-GAL4 or yw; UAS-Dcr-2 hs(X); n-syb-GAL4 driver and raised at 28°C. Per condition 10 1-day-old fly heads were collected in three biological replicates and snap frozen. RNA was extracted using the ARCTURUS PicoPure RNA Isolation Kit (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, USA), the concentration was measured with Qubit Fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). cDNA was synthesized using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Relative gene expression was quantified in technical duplicates using a qPCR kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) on 7500 Real-Time PCR Systems (Applied Biosystems).
Analysis of Tyrosine hydroxylase expressing neurons
Five-day and 11-day old adult brains were dissected and fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, washed with PBS-T (PBS (phosphatebuffered saline) containing 0.3% Triton X-100), and blocked in 2% normal goat serum for 30 min. Brains were incubated overnight with rabbit anti-TH antibody in 1% normal goat serum (ab152, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA, 1:100 dilution) at 4°C, washed five times in PBS-T and incubated 2 h with goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 antibody (A11008, Molecular Probes, Waltham, MA, USA, 1:500 dilution in PBS-T) at room temperature. Finally, brains were washed five times in PBS-T and mounted in Vectashield Mounting Medium (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA).
RESULTS
Drosophila hyperactivity genes predict human ADHD association
The core symptoms of ADHD include inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity. If Drosophila can serve as an informative system for studying biological aspects of ADHD, its phenotypes may predict, to a certain extent, human genes associated with ADHD. We therefore mined the Drosophila Genes and Genomes database 49 for mutants that display altered attention, hyperactivity or hyperexcitability (see Materials and Methods). Seventy-eight mutants were identified and 69 of the implicated genes are conserved in humans (Supplementary Table 3a) . When comparing this list to a catalog of 91 ADHD-associated human candidate genes from meta-analyses and GWAS, five of them overlapped: FLNC, IL16, KCNC1, PRKG1 and SLC6A3 (DAT; Supplementary Table  2 ). In 20 equally sized random gene sets of human homologs of Drosophila proteins (Supplementary Table 3b ) significantly less human ADHD candidate genes were identified: 0.60 ± 0.82 (P o 0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank testl; Figure 1 ). These data show that ADHD-associated human candidate genes occur more frequent among genes known to cause face-valid ADHD behaviors in Drosophila. We sought to (1) replicate the behavioral phenotype of the most robust ADHD candidate of the five genes using pan-neuronal knockdown and (2) identify a similar behavioral phenotype for a well-established ADHD gene that has not previously been tested in the assay.
DAT or latrophilin knockdown causes increased hyperactivity in the dark The more than eightfold enrichment of ADHD-associated genes among genes linked to ADHD-like Drosophila behaviors motivated our further experimental study, in which we chose to investigate one of the major hallmarks of ADHD, hyperactivity. One of the overlapping genes in our enrichment analysis was DAT, the ortholog of the ADHD-associated dopamine transporter SLC6A3. The mutant was identified in a forward genetic screen with hyperactive, sleep-and locomotor behavior-defective phenotypes. Accordingly, it was named fumin, Japanese for sleepless. 38 As sleep problems are a common feature of ADHD in addition to hyperactivity, 54 we tested ADHD genes in an activity paradigm in which both behaviors can simultaneously be assessed. Locomotor activity of individual age-controlled Drosophila was recorded in activity monitors (Trikinetics) and analyzed in 10-min bins. Sleep was defined as 5-min bins of inactivity, according to the standards in the field. 55 Gene activity was reduced using pan-neuronal promoters and established tools for conditional RNAi. 41 Pan-neuronal knockdown of the dopamine transporter resulted in hyperactivity and sleep loss (Figure 2a ), in agreement with the previous report describing the fumin mutant. 38 Comparing activity and sleep profiles of the DAT knockdown to its genetic background control revealed that hyperactivity was present during the relative day and relative night (RD P = 0.009, RN P = 4E-07; Table 4) . It was noticeable that activity and sleep were much less disturbed during the day, compared with the night. Quantitative evaluation of these differences (Δactivity, Δsleep) in the DAT RNAi versus the control condition revealed a 10-fold increase of activity and a 3-fold decrease of sleep during the relative night compared with the relative day (Figure 2a' ).
We asked whether Drosophila hyperactive phenotypes can also be found for ADHD-associated genes whose Drosophila orthologs have not previously been shown to be hyperactive. We set out to test Latrophilin, one of the few well-established (replicated) ADHD candidate gene. A single ortholog exists in Drosophila that represents the latrophilin protein family (Supplementary Figure  2) . The LPHN3 Drosophila ortholog Cirl (here further referred to as latrophilin) is highly expressed in the larval CNS and adult brain (Supplementary Figure 1, www.flyatlas.org). Table 4 ). The phenotype was most prominent during the night, with the Δactivity being sixfold increased and Δsleep threefold decreased (Figure 2b' ). The hyperactivity was replicated with an independent pan-neuronal driver (UAS-Dcr-2; nsyb-GAL4; data not shown) and an independent RNAi stock (27524; see Figure 5b ). 20) were picked with a random number generator script. Genes annotated to induce face-valid ADHD behaviors were retrieved from the Drosophila Genes and Genomes database (n = 78). The random sets contained significantly less hits (0.60 ± 0.82 (n = 20)) compared with five hits among the candidate ADHD genes (P o0.0001; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Hyperactivity in the dark is specific to DAT (n = 64) and latrophilin (n = 53) knockdown. Locomotor activity of 18 random control gene knockdowns (UAS-RNAi/UAS-Dcr-2; +/elav-GAL4, n = 11-25) do not display hyperactivity or abnormal sleep. (f) Activity index plotted against average sleep time reveals DAT (n = 64) and latrophilin knockdown flies to cluster separately from the control genes. (g) DAT (n = 64) and latrophilin (n = 53) have a distinct normal probability density function from the random controls (n = 11-25). The data is consistent with nighttime hyperactivity representing a dopamine signature, as dopamine signaling is repressed by light in Drosophila.
DAT and latrophilin locomotor hyperactivity is negatively regulated by light The night-predominated hyperactivity in DAT and latrophilin knockdown flies raised the question whether activity was being repressed by an external signal, such as light. Indeed, it has recently been demonstrated that dopamine signaling is repressed by light in Drosophila. 57 We tested this hypothesis by monitoring DAT and latrophilin flies in constant darkness. In this condition hyperactivity and reduced sleep associated with both genes was increased during the relative day, now dark, reaching similar level as in the night period (Figures 2c, c' and d, d' ). This demonstrated that the identified activity and sleep defects were light dependent, suggesting that not only DAT but also latrophilin knockdown alters dopamine-mediated signaling.
To determine the prevalence/specificity of the night-hyperactive phenotype, a panel of 18 random control genes (Supplementary Table 1 ) was tested for activity and sleep parameters. Knockdown of none of these 18 genes gave rise to hyperactivity or defects in sleep; DAT and latrophilin phenotypes clearly stood out from the control group (Figure 2e) . On a single-fly level the activity and sleep distribution of DAT and latrophilin knockdown was distinct from the random mutants, showing reduced average sleep time (Figure 2f ). When the sleep data was fitted to a normal probability density function, DAT and latrophilin had a characteristic overlapping function that was distinct from the 18 random controls (Figure 2g ). In conclusion, DAT and latrophilin sleep and activity parameters overlap, but are distinct from a larger randomly selected set of controls. The night hyperactivity thus shows considerable specificity for (dopamine-related) ADHD candidate genes.
The dopamine signature is not caused by abnormal DA neuron count Disturbed locomotor and sleep patterns in DAT and latrophilin knockdown are consistent with altered functionality of dopaminergic circuits. This might be caused by altered specification or survival of dopamine-expressing neurons, or by defects in signaling cascades. To distinguish these possibilities, dopaminergic neurons were visualized by staining for tyrosine hydroxylase, a key enzyme in dopamine biosynthesis (Figure 3a) . The Drosophila brain contains distinct clusters of characterized dopaminergic neurons. 58 These include neurons previously implicated in motor control and arousal (PPL1, PPM3). 59, 60 Latrophilin knockdown flies at day 5 and 11 (corresponding to start and end of monitoring their activity) exhibited the normal number of neurons (Figures 3b and c ). These data demonstrate that latrophilin mutant phenotypes are not caused by altered specification or death of dopaminergic neurons, suggesting a direct role of latrophilin in dopamine signaling.
The night hyperactivity and sleep defect signatures represent an ADHD-relevant endophenotype in Drosophila that is rescued by MPH To demonstrate the relevance of the night-specific hyperactivity and sleep-defective signatures to ADHD, we applied two strategies. First, we asked whether we can phenocopy the behavioral signatures with manipulation of a gene associated to a monogenic disorder characterized by ADHD. Heterozygous mutations in human NF1 give rise to neurofibromatosis type I with increased prevalence of ADHD symptoms.
Pan-neuronal knockdown of Drosophila Nf1 resulted in 0.63 fold relative gene expression in whole heads (P = 0.01). Arrhythmicity in 25/36 Nf1 RNAi flies (69%) was observed, compared to 2/31 genetic background controls (6.5%), recapitulating previous findings in the mutant. 61 Knockdown also resulted in a significant nightspecific hyperactivity phenotype (RN P = 5E-05; Figure 4a , Supplementary Table 4 ) and significantly disturbed sleep (RN P = 2E-06; Figure 4a , Supplementary Table 4 ). The activity profile (Figure 4a ) strongly resembled the behavioral signatures exhibited by DAT and latrophilin mutant flies: the phenotype was most prominent during the night, where Δactivity was 10-fold increased and Δsleep fivefold decreased (Figure 4a' ). Thus the behavioral signature is present in a monogenic model with increased prevalence of ADHD, strengthening the relevance of the observed Drosophila phenotypes to hallmark behaviors associated with the human condition.
Second, we set out to address whether night hyperactivity and sleep loss in the Drosophila models can be ameliorated by medication used to treat ADHD. We subjected adult DAT, latrophilin and Nf1 models and their genetic background controls to acute pharmacological intervention with the most commonly prescribed medication for ADHD, MPH. Upon supplementation of fly food with 1 mg ml − 1 MPH, the DAT-, latrophilin-and Nf1-related 6-8 6 hyperactivity and sleep phenotypes were normalized (Figures 5a-c) , whereas the same concentration of MPH had no effect on wild-type flies (Figures 5a-f) . The difference in activity between DAT RNAi − /+ MPH and latrophilin RNAi − /+ MPH was significantly different (RN activity P = 0.01 and P = 0.03, respectively). Consistent with the previously reported repressive effect of GABAergic signaling on activity in the late night, 62,63 the rescue was more pronounced during the early (E) versus the late (L) part of the night (DAT RN E P = 0.007, RN L P = 0.03; latrophilin RN E P = 0.009, RN L P = 0.1), with a minimum around zeitgeber 21 h (Figures 5a and b , see discussion). We conclude that the DAT-, latrophilin-and Nf1-associated light-dependent hyperactivity and sleep signatures suggest disrupted dopamine signaling and identify a Drosophila ADHD endophenotype.
DISCUSSION
ADHD is a common neuropsychiatric disorder of major socioeconomic importance. 64, 65 Its etiology and neurobiology are poorly understood, but potential genetic risk factors and candidate genes are being reported at increasing pace through statistical association and probably soon through exome sequencing approaches. However, their relevance for the disease remains to be proven and the biological consequences remain to be discovered. The limited availability of animal models represents a major bottleneck for these endeavors. Here we introduce a novel organism for ADHD research, the fruit fly Drosophila, an organism that has made seminal contributions to our understanding of human biology and disease. 28 Our in silico analysis shows that Drosophila genes associated with ADHD-like behaviors are significantly enriched among human ADHD-associated genes. Notably, without exception these fly phenotypes were found by unbiased, non-disease driven approaches, illustrating the power of Drosophila behavioral genetics and the comprehensiveness of information available in this organism. We therefore set out to experimentally investigate the potentially overlapping locomotor behavior through neuronal knockdown of ADHD candidate genes with strong genetic evidence: SLC6A3, and LPHN3. To validate the phenotype we investigated a monogenic disorder that shows high ADHD comorbidity. Among several genes causing monogenic disorder with co-occurrence of ADHD we selected neurofibromatosis type I, caused by mutations in NF1. Although there are no association studies that link common variations in NF1 to ADHD in the population, there is a high and quantitatively well-documented comorbidity with ADHD in carriers of rare neurofibromatosiscausing mutations. The prevalence of ADHD among children with NF-I is highly increased: from 5-6% in children of the general population to 38-49%.
14-17 Thus, NF1 mutations increase ADHD risk by approximately eightfold, and ADHD is diagnosed in nearly every second child with NF-I. None of the ADHD candidate genes studied for association of common variants reaches an effect size of this magnitude (maximal effect sizes around 1.4 have been described). 7 The fact that NF-I patients are successfully treated with MPH is a further argument for the existence of a molecular link between NF1 and ADHD-associated genes characterized by common variants.
14-17 Indeed, we found all three models to exhibit hyperactive features. This hyperactivity could be reduced by MPH, supporting the relevance of the observed phenotype for human ADHD. Sleep, widely affected in ADHD patients, 4 ,54 was also defective in the Drosophila models and improved by MPH. We found the behavioral defects to manifest in a characteristic pattern: increased activity and reduced sleep was most pronounced in the absence of light. Thus, we identified a behavioral signature associated with three ADHD genes that we propose can serve as a Drosophila ADHD endophenotype. The genetic overlap between monogenic disorders and ADHD may be greater than currently appreciated. It is of interest to systematically investigate genes related to monogenic disorders with co-occurring ADHD symptoms in the future.
Four lines of arguments indicate that the locomotor endophenotype characterizes a dopamine signature. First, it is caused by knockdown of DAT, a key transporter that regulates synaptic dopamine homeostasis. Second, it results from knockdown of latrophilin and Nf1 genes, both of which have previously been linked to dopamine signaling in other organisms. 22, 25, 66 Third, the light-dependence of our identified signature perfectly matches the previous finding that light suppresses the wake-promoting effect of dopamine. 57 Fourth, the phenotype is partially rescued by the ADHD drug MPH, targeting the dopaminergic and noradrenaline system. 67 Behavioral and imaging analyses in Drosophila suggested that dopamine is a stronger arousal signal than octopamine, the equivalent of noradrenalin in Drosophila. 57 Based on the four lines of arguments we suggest that hyperactivity and reduced sleep in Drosophila locomotor profiles occurring predominantly at night represent a valuable ADHD endophenotype that can identify novel players in dopamine circuits from among novel candidate ADHD genes. Whereas an absence of a dopamine signature cannot disprove a gene's contribution to ADHD, the relative specificity of the night-hyperactive phenotype for ADHDimplicated genes is illustrated by its absence in a random control gene set. Interestingly, the hyperactivity is repressed in the three investigated models with a peak around zeitgeber 21 h. This is likely due to GABAergic inhibition of wake-promoting l-LNv clock neurons, dominating over dopamine-dependent activation in the late night. 62, 63 The light-dependence of the hyperactivity in Drosophila is noticeably different from the human ADHD characteristics, where hyperactivity manifests prominently during the day as well. What is causing these species-specific differences? The mechanism underlying light-dependent changes in Drosophila activity was recently identified. Light was shown to buffer the wake-promoting effect of dopamine. 57 Shortly after, it was reported that dopamine acts through the circadian photoreceptor cryptochrome. 68 Of note, Drosophila cryptochrome is sensitive to light, causing it to be rapidly degraded. 69 Mammalian cryptochrome has a light-independent role in the circadian clock and -contrary to Drosophila-does not function as a diurnal regulator of activity. This difference between the mammalian and Drosophila molecular build-up does not decrease the impact and applicability of the discovered night-hyperactive behavioral signature as a dopaminerelated ADHD endophenotype in Drosophila. Instead, it increases phenotype specificity, as it allows distinguishing dopamine dysregulation through cryptochrome from other activity-promoting signaling pathways. Moreover, despite lacking evidence that mechanisms paralleling those found in Drosophila operate in humans, it is worth noting that light therapy is applied to alleviate ADHD symptoms. 71 Light-mediated regulation of circadian rhythm may thus play a yet underappreciated role in the etiology of ADHD.
The mechanisms of dopamine-related pathology in the human ADHD brain are still poorly understood due to contradicting findings related to dopamine and DAT levels. The consequences of MPH application are also not completely understood, possibly due to opposing acute vs long-term effects. 67, 72 Different effects of genes on the dopaminergic system are also seen in different models. Whereas in zebrafish it was found that latrophilin knockdown mutants show severe disorganization of the dopaminergic system, 22 its development was left intact in the Drosophila knockdown model (Figure 3 ). This allowed us to address gene function independent of compromised circuits. In the Drosophila brain, loss of DAT, latrophilin, and Nf1 caused hyperactivity and reduced sleep in a light-dependent manner, phenocopying acute activation of dopaminergic neurons. 57 That MPH, a drug that prolongs residence of secreted dopamine in the synaptic cleft and is thought to increase dopamine signaling, can improve ADHD-like phenotypes seems paradoxical but is a known phenomenon. It was found that expression of DAT carrying a mutation found in ADHD causes anomalous dopamine efflux, leading to elevated synaptic dopamine levels that could be rescued with MPH. 73 Locomotor hyperactive mice lacking DAT (DAT-KO) show a marked reduction of locomotor activity in response to MPH administration, demonstrating the method of action is more complex than just DAT antagonism. 74 This can include cross-talk between the D2 dopamine receptor (D2R), the rate-limiting enzyme for the biosynthesis of dopamine (TH) and the dopamine transporter (DAT). [75] [76] [77] [78] In Drosophila, MPH rescued defective optomotor response caused by activated but not by inhibited dopaminergic neurons. 39 Further research is needed to understand the mechanisms linking LPHN3 and NF1 with dopamine signaling.
We would like to note that the Drosophila models presented here should not be viewed as an attempt to model human ADHD in its complexity. We here focused on hyperactivity as a start into using Drosophila as a model to advance our understanding of genetics and neurobiology of this (complex) disorder. Investigating specific aspects of diseases has strongly advanced our understanding of disease pathologies. At the most extreme, findings in the baker's yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have provided many insights into cancer biology, despite the fact that this organism is not able to form tissues and recapitulate processes like angiogenesis and metastasis. Nonetheless the simple singlecell organism has had a major impact in the cancer field. [79] [80] [81] The same applies to studying specific forms of learning and memory in animal models of intellectual disability 82 , even though patients are often affected in numerous cognitive domains. Future studies exploring additional hallmarks of ADHD, most importantly defects in attention, for example by using an optomotor maze or other attention-like performance assays 39 , would be highly useful complements to our study.
In summary, our study introducing Drosophila as a model to study ADHD-associated hyperactivity has shown that manipulation of three ADHD-associated genes in Drosophila yields an ADHD-relevant, specific and readily recognizable locomotor phenotype that is indicative of dysregulated signaling in a dopaminergic circuit. Our analysis suggests, that at least a subset of ADHD-associated genes is characterized by night-predominant hyperactivity. We propose that (1) Drosophila is a versatile and fast, cheap organism to test novel candidates emerging from largescale genetics studies in humans; (2) Drosophila is a good model to dissect the mechanisms and pathways from gene to disease, in particular those associated with dopamine-related genes and that (3) drug sensitivity makes Drosophila models a suitable tool in lead identification for novel treatments.
